
MOST INTERESTING TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT

You'll most likely be writing a lot of research papers while in college, so it is important to Narrow down your topics to the
most interesting one.

Gloves: Write about a pair of gloves â€” what kind of gloves are they? Unfortunately, not all the topics you
are interested in may be that easy to write about. Timer: Set a timer for 5 minutes and just write. Are there any
political issues that interest you? What was the cultural significance of the first moon landing? Get the
Ad-Free Printable Version! Is it ethical to force humans to attend church? Crossword Puzzle: Open up the
newspaper or find a crossword puzzle online and choose one of the clues to use as inspiration for your writing.
Overview of British dominance of Ireland, Wales, and Scotland! How did circumstances change as a result of
your actions? Most Annoying Habits of Men 7. What kind of advice your friends seek from you? What was
the code of the Bushido and how did it affect samurai warriors? Handle With Care: Write about a very fragile
or delicate object. How Does Your Garden Grow? Foreign Words That are Funny in English  Garage: Write
about some random item you might find in a garage. Personality Type: Do you know your personality type?
Greed: Write about someone who always wants more â€” whether it be money, power, etc. Once your mind is
clear, just write the first few things that you think of. Shipwrecked: Write about being stranded somewhere â€”
an island, a bus stop, etc. What colors are your thoughts? What are the types of books you read, types of
television channels you watch, radio programmes you listen to? Choose the research paper topic that you are
interested in. Gifts: Write about a gift you have given or received. Wishful Thinking: Write about a wish you
have. Silly Sports: Write about an extreme or silly sport. Give and Receive: Write about giving and receiving.
Children online: Are educational benefits worth the risks? Volcano: Write about an eruption of a volcano.
Selecting the topic might be the first thing that comes to your mind. One way of doing this is by using strong
words. Congratulations: Did you write a poem, short story, or journal entry every day for a whole year?
Should a placement by academic ability take place?


